
PESTLE MYER

One of the simplest but useful kitchen tools the Mortar and Pestle has firmly found a home with every great cook. Made
of the highest quality % hand-carved solid granite, this durable mortar and pestle is an important tool for infusing fresh
herb flavours. The minute this.

Internal Strategic Capabilities Analysis The activity system of organisation can assist in understanding how
resources are utilised in an organisation, are actually developed from activities that organisation engaged in
Johnson et al. Thus, a department store that stocks exclusive brands could lure shoppers to patronise their
stores, resulting in higher sales. This resource can be considered rare, as none of the other competitors have
managed to produce a similar shopping experience. It might also be somewhat inimitable as competitors are
not likely to be able to obtain a partnership with eBay. Chanon, Henley and Neel claims that buyers are fixated
on real bargain of product instead of what a particular retail offer, and since retail competitors operate outlets
around same shopping malls, there is low switching costs involved for buyers. Overall, environmental factors
present no significant impact on Myer. Exploited by organisation: Yes; Myer is organised to support these
capabilities. Myer Holdings Limited can closely analyze the following factors before entering or investing in a
certain market- Political stability and importance of Retailing sector in the country's economy. Heavy and
highly ornamented bronze mortars were made as early as the 12th century, eventually falling out of favor with
the introduction of porcelain mortars in by Josiah Wedgwood. Retrieved 21 Feb  Suppliers have little choice in
bargaining for a higher price at which they would potentially sell their goods. The key players in this industry
all possess numerous outlets; with Kmart and Big W in particular owning and venues across Australia
respectively. Industry Analysis According to Porter , an industry level of competition is dependent on five
fundamental forces, whereby the cumulative strength of these forces determines attractiveness and profitability
of an industry. This signals a steady growth in the Australian economy, and indicates further possible growth
for industries in the future, the retail industry being one of these. Mortars from the 16th and 17th centuries are
elaborately decorated with horizontal decorative bands of flowers and geometric-designs; inscriptions;
heraldic shields; and figures of people, animals and insects. There are often more a number of franchises set
up across the country, and product prices are regulated across all of them. Being department stores, they also
largely stock the same brands, therefore ensuring that department stores generally offer the same price for the
same amount of value. Threat of Entry According to Smith , leading department stores in Australia are able to
create high entry barriers, as they utilised economies of scale to cement a strong industry concentration and
ensure financial stability. This proves a significant barrier to entry to any organizations considering entry to
the market, as they would have to differentiate themselves in a short amount of time in order to effectively
compete with the existing department stores which have already captured a majority of the customer base. The
earliest mortars in the collection resemble tankards with vertical Gothic ribs. Thus, David Jones has a
competitive advantage over Myer. This provides good opportunity for Myer to differentiate from its
competitors, leading to higher profitability. Bronze is sometimes referred to as bell metal, as it was often used
in the manufacture of bells for monasteries and churches. Social Consumers are highly concerned with
environmental issues nowadays, and this altered their shopping habits, because they would sub-consciously
avoid a product or brand that harms the environment Kennell  However, retail industry is in mature phase and
faces prospect of competition with international brands and e-commerce, a huge blow to major retailers Smith 
This presents both an opportunity and threat to Myer, as market shifts to capitalise online market affects sales
in brick-and-mortar outlets. As the world becomes more developed, more people are connected to internet,
leading to rise of e-generation, who are people that grew up with internet and generally more tech-savvy AMP
Capital  Weakness 1. Research has indicated that retail revenue was expected to grow at an annual rate of 5.
Political, economic and environment factors present a moderate impact as it depends on circumstances. This
present a threat to Myer as they might lose a popular brand to its rival. Conclusion In essence, it can be seen
that Myer is operating in a highly-saturated market, and experiences difficulty in capturing market share. If a
department store decides not to obtain goods from a certain supplier, there are a significantly large number of
other suppliers to choose from. Opportunity This section is available only in the 'Complete Report' on
purchase. After assessing the collection both Hein and Koning wrote letters to the curatorial staff commenting
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on issues regarding the provenance and the authenticity of mortars and drug jars. David Jones offers in-house
fitting services for brides- to-be, prosthetics, and lingerie; while Kmart provides a shopping service for
businesses. Risk of military invasion Level of corruption - especially levels of regulation in Retailing sector.
Overall Conclusions and Implications After analysing all the factors, only social and technological factors
have a significant impact on Myer, as they revolutionise the way retailers do businesses.


